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About This Game

Privateers is a roguelite set in a fantasy nautical world. Players are set free into an archipelago where they can become a heroic
navy captain or an evil pirate overlord depending on the choices that they make. They will encounter a rich and diverse set of

fantasy factions each with their own backstory and unique style of events.

During combat, players can take tactical control by pausing the game at any point in order to assess the situation and order
commands. Carefully orchestrating the various abilities of your crew is critical for survival. Every choice and every encounter

matters since death is permanent and you cannot load an old save.

Features:

Assemble a crew with diverse skills and abilities

Choose to be a heroic privateer or a legendary pirate

Find and equip epic loot opening up new ways to play

Explore the islands taking on unique tasks and adventures

Discover the many fantastical factions and races

Every choice matters with perma-death and a single save
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Great visual novel that pays respects to H.P. Lovecraft.. Why I left the game few reason one it keeps disconnceting.
Two if you want to lvl up fast it cost an arm and a leg.
Three Alliance like DBT , DBT2 , UKEA , UKTF , GAME SR2 who has joined together for one thing Bullie the rest of us they
let you get a lvl then boom they attack whiping out everything you had work so hard to do and the reason it bulling they attack
with out reason then they cyber bully you in message.
Four you can not relocate to another server to get away from bullies.

All I can say to you all is Good luck and try not to kill your self from the bullies.. I brought this on sale thinking it can't be as
bad as the reviews. The truth is its worse. Game had a long load time, terrible lag, difficult controls and poor graphics. Unlock a
door and it shows as still locked, walk away and try again and its will then open.

This game suffers from a total lack of atmosphere and no save facility. Very surprised its not listed as early access as clearly not
ready.

. this company has been making massive rpg games since 1995. you could spend AGES exploring every nook and cranny trying
to find every item and secret. or you could buy the hint book, lol.

this game is the 3rd in their avadon series and as usual its fantastic, the background sounds are revelant to the scenery and the
sound effects are clever. yes they use alot of there sound files from the previous games, but i dont mind, its there to enhance the
story which is deeper then any rabbit hole i can find.

dont be put off by the simple design, its a diservice to spiderweb if you only look at that and then ignore this wonderful game..
I've been following the developement of this game since the creator first started posting about it, I felt like it had great potential
and I couldn't wait to see what it would become. Now after playing the game a bit for myself, it was even better then I could
have hoped for, smooth animations and easy controls. The music that comes with it is fast paced, just like a race games music
should be. All the race tracks and battle arenas are beautifually designed, while maintaining the cute cartoony feel that they all
have.

For anyone who like the Mario cart games, I suggest giving this game a try, it is honestly amazing.. The game has real potential
but it is just so badly polished that playing it slowly drives you up the wall. Ultimately there's better options out there, pick this
up last.. ENG:

If you like playing around, like adventure, excitement and challenge you, and you're a nerd and you like coding, you like to try
out the hacks, by far the best hacker simulation, where you can legally hack! Testimonial!

FIN:

Jos pid\u00e4t leikkimisest\u00e4, pid\u00e4t seikkailusta, pid\u00e4t j\u00e4nnityksest\u00e4 ja haasteesta sek\u00e4 olet
n\u00f6rtti sek\u00e4 pid\u00e4t koodaamisesta, tykk\u00e4\u00e4t kokeilla my\u00f6s hakkerointia, ehdottomasti paras
hakkeri simulaatio, jossa voi laillisesti hakkeroida! Suositteluni!
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One of the greatest turn based strategy games I have ever played! Beautiful art, haunting music, intriguing story and challenging
combat. Tahira is such a unique gem I didn't even mind the cliffhanger ending, I just hope Whale Hammer Games can find
more funding \/ create a Kickstarter so I can help make part 2 a reality.. Tried calling my female ninja "Sakura" as a generic
name, was told:

"Sorry, this is not an episode of 'Naruto'. Please try again."

10\/10 would be told I can't use a generic name again.. This game is a CRAFTING game, and you can really enjoy and feel the
story if you play the normal mode. I recommend to use the the VN mode only when you want to unlock the other ending. But
for firstplay, I would really prefer to play in the crafting mode... Either way, i really love the story, jst like your other works.
Good job winter wolves!. Dont let the name fool you, Zen bound is Not relaxing, i constantly find myself twisting and tensing
my own body wrapping the rope about the figures. which leads me nicely to my next point. After you get through a few levels
you get this weird feeling, like you are doing something naughty with these toy blocks. Then it hit me, this is S&M for kids. Its
fun, especially if you mute the sound and play your own music in the background.

P.s a little buggy with the rope and nail interaction, but its negligible. Unless you\u2019re an absolute fs expert then walk away
because you will not know where the start is let alone the finish line \u2013 you have been warned. Promises far more than it
can deliver to the majority. My last DTG purchase.. First of all, yeah. This is a parody of Five Nights at Freddy's. A parody, not
a rip-off. If you think someone was trying to pull a fast one here, you're a moron. You haven't noticed something that's escaped
the notice of everyone else. You've noticed the most obvious thing in the entire collected history of obvious things.

As parodies go... it's one of those parodies that's better than the original product. You know, the kind of parody that ALMOST
NEVER HAPPENS. And I really like the games it's based on, don't get me wrong. The production values here are well in
advance of even the last Freddy's game, as its developers can boast decades of combined experience in making awesome games.
It's got indie soul plus triple-A quality.

This game was made by the Two Guys from Andromeda, who made Sierra's famous sci-fi parody adventure game series Space
Quest. It's in the same vein. In fact, it's been released to get a bit more funding for their new project, SpaceVenture, a spiritual
successor. So buy this cheap-as-heck game, enjoy it, and know you're making an even better product possible. I grew up playing
Space Quest, and I can't think of a better way to pay these guys back for the hours of fun and frustration they provided than
helping them provide even more.

Be assured, this is a full game in its own right. It's a bit longer than the games it parodies, in fact.

This game has terrific visuals, excellent gameplay, and a great mixture of goofy and nerve-wracking moments.

Seriously, play this game. FIve Nights at Freddy's is awesome. This is awesome plus decades of talent and a lot of Kickstarter
money, and it'll pay for even more awesome later on. PLAY THIS GAME.
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